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SCENE BEGINS IN A ROOM DECKED OUT IN BATMAN PARAPHERNALIA.
GAMES, VIDEOS, DART BOARD. DOOR OPENS AND IN WALK BATMAN AND
CATWOMAN. THEY REMOVE THEIR MASKS AS THEY ENTER.
CATWOMAN
(perplexed)What is all
this?
BATMAN
After a night on the rooftops,
welcome Selina, to the Bat MANCAVE!
CATWOMAN
Wha... Why?!
BATMAN
Why what? I'm batman, and this is
my mancave.
CATWOMAN
But it's all about batman. You
relax thinking about yourself?
BATMAN
I enjoy basking in my
accomplishments.
CATWOMAN
Bruce, you are a billionaire
businessman and playboy, why be so
stuck on the part of your life
where you fight bad guys in a
costume?
BATMAN
Its the part of me that feels the
MOST me. So I celebrate it every
chance I get.
Bruce/batman starts to walk around the room pointing stuff
out.
BATMAN (CONT’D)
Here is my collection of batman
movies on blu-ray....I also have
them digitally.
BATMAN (CONT’D)
Here is my stack of laminated
newspapers in order of best
picture.

2.
CATWOMAN
This seems really silly Bruce. I
mean, look at that dartboard. It's
so tacky.
BATMAN
Hey, it took a long time to find
that online. Its a bit run down,
but it is the last of its kind.
CATWOMAN
A billionaire dark knight has need
for a USED dart board? I wouldn't
have burgled that for you if you'd
asked, and that's what I do!
BATMAN
(defensively)
Call it what you will, but my
friends think it's pretty cool.
CATWOMAN
Friend's? You mean Dick, Alfred,
and Barbara right?
BATMAN
(a bit mopey)Well, yeah.
If I, Bruce Wayne,
brought anyone here
they'd figure out I was
the batman in an instant.
CATWOMAN
(soothingly)Awe, I'm sure
you bring plenty of other
ladies through here after
a daring rescue.
BATMAN
(devastated by the
assumption) Actually, I
can't bring them back
here. They've all just
been through traumatic
experiences. They want a
shrink much more than a
stranger in bat themed
body Armour. I get
lonely, you know?
CATWOMAN
Oh.... Oh, I'm sorry.
want to upset you.

I didn't

3.
Catwoman perks up to comfort the batman.
CATWOMAN (CONT’D)
You know... "I" had a lot of fun
tonight. Roof to roof.
BATMAN
(cheering up) Swinging
around the water tower
together was especially
fun. I can't even
remember what you stole.
CATWOMAN
Cat litter. That shit is
expensive.
BATMAN
Right. Cops don't need to know
about cat litter.... That leather
looks hot on you..... maybe you
should take it off.
CATWOMAN
(lustily) It WAS feeling
a bit tight, and the bat
couch over there looks
pretty comfortable.
BATMAN
(Fully confident again)
Yeah, it's also a pull
out couch. And this is a
bat-condom, so I don't
have too.
Batman gives a big smirk.
CATWOMAN
(fully committing)
Mmm. It has bat ears for her
pleasure. MEEEOWW!
BATMAN
Let me set the mood!
Batman clicks a button. The main lights dim, the Tim Burton
batman theme starts playing, and the bat signal is projected
on the ceiling. Catwoman first looks perplexed, gets a grip,
and then readjusts to the sexy mood. She goes over to batman
and gives him a lusty embrace.

4.
CATWOMAN
Riddle me this? Do you have the
talents to itch my scratch?
Batman reciprocates the sexy embrace.
BATMAN
You know I do, and I ain't no
joker.
They kiss and the scene blacks out
Scene restarts with Batman and Catwoman getting dressed
again, looking somewhat frazzled.
CATWOMAN
That was pretty disappointing. Not
only were the pointy ears on the
condom painful, but they poked a
hole in the damn thing. Now what
are we going to do?!
Batman reaches into his utility belt and pulls out a small
object. He hands it to catwoman.
BATMAN
Here. Take this over the counter
Plan B.
Catwoman stops and gives batman a resigned look.
CATWOMAN
Let me guess. The B...
BATMAN
(quickly interupting)
Stands for bat.
BLACKOUT

